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About This Game

[This is an Early access game]
The North African Campaign of the Second World War took place during the period from 10 June 1940 to 13 May 1943. Of

Course.. on the 9th of June 1940, Jack didn’t know that yet..

Under a Desert Sun is a VR experience that is currently in an early access phase. Once completed this will be a story-rich
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adventure set in a 1940 desert atmosphere. Current state is a wave based shooter proving functionality for the singleplayer!
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Title: Under a Desert Sun
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
TotalGearGames
Publisher:
TotalGearGames
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2017
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Updated Review
Hey everyone!

I have changed my mind once the developer has released the update Altha 0.595 and it gets some improvements that
make the game playable in my opinion.

Now I really recommend this game because it is a really decent playable and budget VR game and hopefully a great
game in the future. So, if you support it now you may get a VR gem for a cheap price.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Old Review
Hi everyone!

I'm here just to give some feedback to the developer.

I'm going to give up because the game is unplayable for me at this point. Sometimes I try to release the magazine and
then the gun dropped, I don't know why and this happens a lot and I'm sure I don't press the side button. When I drop
any gun I can't catch it back from the floor, because of the track I can not reach it. It just doesn't work well as in other
games.

I won't ask for the refund because the game is a cheap early access and it is a way I can support you to keep working on
it once you are really responsive to community feedback. (guys, have a look at community hub)

I'll be back around 6 months or a year and see if it works better than now after few updates.

I hope to be able to change my recommendation until then.. Looks interesting but I cannot get the crossbow to
work...cannot draw an arrow. Also as the other reviewer mentioned the button assignments are not easy for me to ge
tthe hang of... BUT has great potential!. The controls are weird and you cant even fit any ammo in your belt. utterly
broken. even for a dollar, this game is insulting.. I see this game going far. The developer obviously has his hearth in it.
I'm very interested to what it shall lead. For anyone in doubt if they want to invest, just do it, it's the price of a cup of
coffee.. Very promising. Clearly in the first phase of development but already looks good and plays well. Has the right
atmospere and look & feel. Looking forward to the story and the rest of the levels.. Fun game, Has potential. Spooked
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665outta me seeing a zombie come from behind or a corner. The only wacky
thing about this game are the controls. But you will get use to it overtime
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At 99 cents I found this a worthwile early access game to add to the collection. Creator has been responsive and I'm excited to
see where it goes. Graphics are slick, music blends well. I don't know that I 100% agree with the choice of button layout - but
hey, it's like only a few hours into early access. Will play more today for sure!. resident sand evil. An absolute mess. This is
exactly how not to make a game. The controls are difficult and cumbersome, sometimes my gun just dropped without me
pressing anything or just doesnt shoot at all. I did not always start the level with the gun i chose in the weapon selection level.
my gun also did not always reload. movement is too slow and bumping into building is a collision nightmare. please add
automatic reloading, faster moving and better collision system.. GARBAGE!!!!. This game is fun to play and since the
developers are very responsive, it has great potential. I'm really happy with the fast based updates. Can't wait for the new
features to be implemented!
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